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Abstract
In the eld of molecular computing, in particular P systems, synchronization is
an essential requirement for composing or sequentially linking together congenial
P system activities. We provide an improved deterministic algorithm based on
static structures and traditional rules, which runs in 4e + 13 steps, where e is the
eccentricity of the initiating cell. Using the same model, extended with the support
of cell IDs, we provide another deterministic algorithm, which runs in 3e+13 steps.
Our algorithms use a convenient framework, called P modules, which embraces the
essential features of many popular types of P systems.
Keywords: P systems, P modules, synchronization, cellular automata.
1 Introduction
The Firing Squad Synchronization Problem (FSSP) [17, 11, 8, 15, 9, 18] is one of the
best studied problems for cellular automata. The problem involves nding a cellular
automaton, such that, after a command is given, all the cells, after some nite time,
enter a designated ring state simultaneously and for the rst time. Several variants of
FSSP have been proposed and studied [15, 17]. Studies of these variations mainly focus
on nding a solution with as few states as possible and possibly running in optimum
time.
There are several applications that require synchronization. We list just a few here.
At the biological level, cell synchronization is a process by which cells at dierent stages
of the cell cycle (division, duplication, replication) in a culture are brought to the same
phase. There are several biological methods used to synchronize cells at specic cell
phases [7]. Once synchronized, monitoring the progression from one phase to another
allows us to calculate the timing of specic cells' phases. A second example relates to
operating systems [16], where process synchronization is the coordination of simulta-
neous threads or processes to complete a task without race conditions. In distributed
computing, in particular consensus problems, such as the Byzantine agreement problem,
1processes need to be in a common state at certain xed times, see Lynch [10]. Finally,
in telecommunication networks [6], we often want to synchronize computers to the same
time, i.e., primary reference clocks should be used to avoid clock osets.
The synchronization problem has recently been studied in the framework of P systems.
Using tree-based P systems, Bernardini et al. [2] provided a non-deterministic solution
with time complexity 3h and a deterministic solution with time complexity 4n + 2h,
where h is the height of the tree structure underlying the P system and n is the number
of membranes of the P system. The deterministic solution requires membrane polarization
techniques and uses a depth-rst-search.
More recently, Alhazov et al. [1] described an improved deterministic algorithm for
tree-based P systems, that runs in 3h + 3 steps. This solution requires conditional
rules (promoters and inhibitors) and combines a breadth-rst-search, a broadcast and a
convergecast.
We continued the study of FSSP for digraph-based P systems [4]. We proposed two
uniform deterministic solutions to a variant of FSSP [17], in which there is a single com-
mander, at an arbitrary position, for hyperdag P systems [12] and for neural P systems
[13] with symmetric communication channels. We further generalized this problem by
synchronizing a subset of cells (or membranes) of the considered hyperdag or neural
P system. Our rst solution dynamically extends P systems with mobile channels. Our
second solution is solely based on classical rules and static channels. In contrast to the
previous FSSP solutions for tree-based P systems, our solutions do not require membrane
polarizations or conditional rules, but require states, as typically used in hyperdag and
neural P systems. These solutions take ec +5 and 6ec +7 steps, respectively, where ec is
the eccentricity of the commander cell of the digraph underlying these P systems.
We continue our work on FSSP for digraph-based P systems (neural and hyperdag
P systems), using a single framework, called P modules [5], which embraces the compu-
tational functionality of many popular types of P systems.
In Section 3 of this paper, we improve our previous results for a natural four-phase
FSSP algorithm (classical rules and static structures) by reducing the multiplicative
factor from 6 to 4, such that the overall running time is 4ec + 13. Further, in Section 4,
by exploiting the notion of cell IDs, we provide a slightly faster algorithm of running
time 3ec + 13. In Section 2, we rst dene a virtual structure for a given P system
structure, based on a neighboring relationship from a commanding node and formally
dene a P module. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our results and conclude with
some open problems.
2 Preliminary
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and notations, such
as relations, graphs, nodes (vertices), arcs, directed graphs (digraphs), directed acyclic
graphs (dags), trees, alphabets, strings and multisets [12].
For a given tree, connected dag or (weakly) connected digraph, we dene the eccen-
tricity of a node c, ec, as the maximum length of a shortest path between c and any other
node in the corresponding underlying undirected structure.
2For a tree, the set of neighbors of a node x, Neighbor(x), is the union of x's parent
and x's children. For a dag (X;) and a node x 2 X, we dene Neighbor(x) = (x) [
 1(x)[( 1(x))nfxg, if we want to include the siblings, or, Neighbor(x) = (x)[ 1(x),
otherwise. For a graph (X;A) and a node x 2 X, we dene Neighbor(x) = A(x) = fy j
(x;y) 2 Ag. Note that, as dened, Neighbor is always a symmetric relation.
A special node c of a structure will be designated as the commander. For a given
commander c, we dene the level of a node x, levelc(x) 2 N, as the length of a shortest
path between the c and x, over the Neighbor relation.
For a given tree, dag or graph and commander c, for nodes x and y, if y 2 Neighbor(x)
and levelc(y) = levelc(x) + 1, then x is a predecessor of y and y is a successor of x.
Similarly, a node z is a peer of a node x, if z 2 Neighbor(x) and levelc(z) = levelc(x).
Note that, for a given node x, the set of peers and the set of successors are disjoint. A
node without a successor will be referred to as a terminal. The eccentricity of a node c
is ec = maxflevelc(x) j x 2 Xg. A level-preserving path from c to a node y is a sequence
x0;:::;xk, such that x0 = c, xk = y, xi 2 Neighbor(xi 1), levelc(xi) = i, 1  i  k. We
dene countc(y) as the number of distinct level-preserving paths from c to y. Also dene
spanc(y) = maxflevelc(z) j z is in a level-preserving path that contains yg.
Denition 1 (P module [5]). A P module is a system  = (O;K;;P), where:
1. O is a nite non-empty alphabet of objects;
2. K is a nite set of cells and each cell  2 K is represented as  = (Q;s;w;R),
where:
 Q is a nite set of states for the cell;
 s 2 Q is the cell's current state;
 w 2 O is the cell's current multiset of objects;
 R is the cell's nite ordered set of multiset rewriting rules of the form: s x !
s0 x0 (u), where s;s0 2 Q, x;x0 2 O, u 2 O,  2 fmin;maxg is the
rewriting operator,  2 f";#;lg and  2 fone;spread;replg [ K are the
transfer operators (see below for details). If u =  (the emptyset), this rule
can be abbreviated as s x ! s0 x0.
3.  is a binary relation on K, i.e., a set of structural arcs, representing duplex or
simplex communication channels between cells;
4. P is a subset of K, indicating the port cells, i.e., the only cells can be connected to
other modules.
The rules given by the ordered set(s) R are applied in the weak priority order [14].
For a cell  = (Q;t;w;R), a rule s x ! s0 x0 (u) 2 R is applicable if t = s and x  w.
Additionally, if s x ! s0 x0 (u) is the rst applicable rule, then each subsequent
applicable rule's target state (i.e., state indicated in the right-hand side) must be s0.
The rewriting operator  = max indicates that the applicable rewriting rule is applied
as many times as possible. The transfer operators  = l and  = repl (presented as
3(u)lrepl in a rewriting rule) indicate that the multiset u is replicated and sent to all
neighbor cells. The other rewriting and (non-deterministic) transfer operators are not
used in this paper and are described in [5] for those interested.
3 Deterministic FSSP solution
In the FSSP, the commander sends an order to all (ring) squad cells, which will prompt
them to synchronize by entering the designated ring state. However, in general, the
commander does not have direct communication channels to all squad cells. Relaying
the order through intermediate cells results in some squad cells receiving the order be-
fore other squad cells. In this case, to ensure that all squad cells enter the ring state
simultaneously, each squad cell needs to wait until all other squad cells receive the order.
For convenience and ease of understanding, we present the algorithmic steps into four
conceptual phases. The details of these phases are given rst, for the solution with a
nite set of alphabet objects and later in Section 4, for the solution with cell ID objects.
The initial conguration of a P module  with n > 1 cells, as qualied by  below,
for our FSSP solution with a nite set of alphabet objects is as follows:
1. O = fa;b;c;d;e;f;g;h;u;v;wg.
2. K = f1;:::;ng is the set of all cells, c 2 K is the commander and F  K is the
set of squad cells. For each cell i = (Qi;si;wi;Ri) 2 f1;:::;ng:
 Qi = fs0;s1;s2;s3;s4;s5;s6;s7;s8;s9;s10g, where s10 is the ring state.
 si = s0.
 wi =
8
> > <
> > :
fag if i = c and i = 2 F;
fa;fg if i = c and i 2 F;
ffg if i 2 F n c;
; if i 2 K n (F [ fcg):
 Ri is given in Phases 1, 2, 3 and 4.
3.  is either a symmetric digraph with simplex channels or is a (weakly) connected
digraph with duplex channels.
4. P = ;.
For the proofs below, we dene, for a cell i, i 2 N as the total number of an object
a in all of i's peers (i.e., the number of distinct level-preserving paths from c to all i's
peers), and i 2 N is the total number of an object a in all of i's successors (i.e., the
number of distinct level-preserving paths from c to all i's successors).
Phase 1 (FSSP-I: First broadcast from the commander).
Overview: The commander c initiates a broadcast, which relays a broadcast message
from the predecessors to their successors. The commander starts a counter, which is
incremented by one in each step.
4Each cell relays the broadcast message as follows. If a cell i receives a broadcast mes-
sage from its predecessors, i becomes do-broadcast cell and sends a broadcast message
to all its successors. All do-broadcast cells ignore any subsequently received broadcast
messages.
Precondition: The initial conguration of the P module .
Postcondition: Each cell i ends in state s4 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; countc(i)
copies of b; i copies of d; four copies of e, if i = c; one copy of f, if i 2 F; i copies
of v.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes levelc(i) + 4 steps.
Rules: 0. For state s0:
1) s0 a !max s1 abe (d)lrepl
2) s0 d !max s1 ab (d)lrepl
1. For state s1:
1) s1 be !max s2 bee
2) s1 a !max s2 a (u)lrepl
3) s1 u !max s2
4) s1 d !max s2
2. For state s2:
1) s2 be !max s3 bee
2) s2 a !max s3 a
3) s2 u !max s3 v
3. For state s3:
1) s3 be !max s4 bee
2) s3 a !max s4 a
3) s3 u !max s4
Proof. Consider a cell i at levelc(i). Note that, an object d (the broadcast message)
needs levelc(i) steps to relay down to a cell i at level levelc(i).
 At step levelc(i) + 1: if i is the commander, it transits to state s1, broadcasts
one d to each of its neighbors and produces one b. If i is not the commander, i
transits to state s1, broadcasts countc(i) copies of d to each of its neighbors and
produces countc(i) copies of a and b by accumulating one copy of a and b for each
sent d.
 At step levelc(i)+2: i transits to state s2, broadcasts countc(i) copies of u, receives
i copies of u from its peers and receives i copies of d from its successors. At the
same time, i eliminates all superuous copies of u and d.
 At step levelc(i)+3: i transits to state s3 and converts i copies of u into i copies
of v.
 At step levelc(i)+4: i transits to state s4 and eliminates all superuous copies of
u.
In this phase, each cell i is idle in steps 0;:::;levelc(i) and is active in steps levelc(i)+
1, levelc(i)+2, levelc(i)+3, levelc(i)+4 as stated above. Thus, each i takes levelc(i)+4
steps.
The commander c initially has one a and produces four copies of e by accumulating
one e in each step, levelc(i) + 1;:::;levelc(i) + 4. In this phase, f is not produced or
consumed, thus, i 2 F has one f. The number of each object a, b, d, u and v, for a cell
i, is veried in the steps levelc(i) + 1;:::;levelc(i) + 4.
5Phase 2 (FSSP-II: Convergecasts from terminal cells).
Overview: Immediately after the rst broadcast (Phase 1), each terminal cell t ini-
tiates a convergecast, which relays a convergecast message from the successors to their
predecessors, for all distinct level-preserving paths from c to t.
Each non-terminal cell relays the convergecast message as follows. If a cell i re-
ceives a convergecast message from all its successors, i becomes a ready-to-convergecast
(RTC) cell and sends a RTC-notication to all its peers. If a RTC cell j receives
RTC-notications from all its peers, j becomes a do-convergecast (DC) cell and sends
a convergecast message to all its predecessors.
After c receives convergecast messages from all its successors, c stops the counter
(which was started in Phase 1) and uses this counter to compute its eccentricity, where
the counter is the number of steps for c to send a message to a farthest cell z and
receive a reply message from z.
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 1.
Postcondition: This phase ends when the commander enters state s7. Each cell i ends
in state s7 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; ec + 2 copies of e, if i = c; one copy of f,
if i 2 F.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes 3ec   levelc(i) + 4 steps.
Rules: 4. For state s4:
1) s4 h !max s5
2) s4 cd !max s4 cd
3) s4 ad !max s4 ad
4) s4 a !max s4 ah (w)lrepl
5) s4 w !max s4
6) s4 cd !max s5
7) s4 vw !max s5 v
8) s4 cv !max s5 cv
9) s4 av !max s5 av (w)lrepl
10) s4 a !max s5 ah (c)lrepl
11) s4 be !max s4 bee
12) s4 be !max s5 ee
5. For state s5:
1) s5 h !max s6
2) s5 vw !max s5 v
3) s5 cv !max s5 cv
4) s5 av !max s5 av (w)lrepl
5) s5 a !max s5 ah (c)lrepl
6) s5 eee !max s6 e
6. For state s6:
1) s6 cv !max s6
2) s6 bc !max s6
3) s6 b !max s6 b
4) s6 a !max s7 a
5) s6 v !max s7
6) s6 w !max s7
Proof. To establish the correctness of this phase, we categorize a cell i into one of four
groups.
(1) spanc(i) = ec.
(2) spanc(i) < ec and i has no peers.
(3) spanc(i) < ec and for each i's peer j, spanc(j)  spanc(i).
6(4) spanc(i) < ec and i has a peer j, spanc(j) > spanc(i).
A cell i in group (1), (2) or (3) progresses through two convergecast steps, t1 =
spanc(i) + 5 + 2(spanc(i)   levelc(i)) = 3spanc(i)   2levelc(i) + 5, t2 = 3spanc(i)  
2levelc(i) + 6, to send countc(i) copies of c (the convergecast message).
 At step t1: i remains in state s4, broadcasts countc(i) copies of w and produces
countc(i) copies of h by accumulating one h for each sent w. At the same time, i
eliminates all superuous copies of w.
 At step t2: i transits to state s5 and consumes countc(i) copies of h, i copies of
w, i copies of c and i copies of d. At the same time, i broadcasts countc(i) copies
of c and produces countc(i) copies of h by accumulating one h for each sent c.
Note that, if spanc(i) = ec, step t1 = 3ec 2levelc(i)+5 and step t2 = 3ec 2levelc(i)+
6. Hence, each other cell j in level levelc(i) sends countc(j) copies of c, before or at step
3ec   2levelc(i) + 6.
A cell i in group (4), where 0 < levelc(i) < ec, progresses through three convergecast
steps, t0
1;t0
2;t0
3 2 flevelc(i) + 5;:::;3ec   2levelc(i) + 6g, where t0
1 < t0
2 < t0
3, to send
countc(i) copies of c. Note that, for levelc(i) = 1, steps t0
1;t0
2;t0
3 2 f6;:::;3ec + 4g and
for levelc(i) = ec   1, steps t0
1;t0
2;t0
3 2 fec + 4;:::;ec + 8g.
 At step t0
1: i remains in state s4, broadcasts countc(i) copies of w and produces
countc(i) copies of h by accumulating one h for each sent w. At the same time, i
eliminates all superuous copies of w.
 At step t0
2: i transits to state s5, broadcasts countc(i) copies of w and consumes
countc(i) copies of h, p copies of c and p copies of d.
 At step t0
3: i remains in state s5, broadcasts countc(i) copies of c and produces
countc(i) copies of h by accumulating one h for each sent c.
Each cell progresses through the convergecast steps, after all its successors progress
through the convergecast steps. Hence, the commander is the last cell to apply the
convergecast steps and this phase ends when it enters state s7 (the commander belongs
to group (1), hence it transits to state s6 after it progresses through the convergecast
steps).
Note that, countc(i) copies of c, sent from i, is received by i's neighbors, which
include i's successors. In general, the commander transits from state s6 to s7 in one
step and a non-commander cell k transits from state s6 to s7, after k receives countc(j)
copies of c from each predecessor j. Thus, when c transits to state s7, all other cells
are already in state s7.
To compute the running time of this phase for each cell i, let us rst compute the
step, in which the commander transits to state s7. Consider a level-preserving path,
c;:::;t, where levelc(c) = 0 and levelc(t) = ec. The terminal cell t ends its last
phase at step ec + 4 and each cell j in this path progresses through two steps, 3ec  
2levelc(j)+5, 3ec 2levelc(j)+6, to send countc(j) copies of c. Further, the commander
7takes one step to transit from state s6 to s7. Thus, commander transits to state s7 at
step (ec + 5) + 2(ec + 1) + 1 = 3ec + 8, i.e., all other cells end this phase at step 3ec + 8.
Each cell i ends its Phase 1 at step levelc(i)+4, thus, i takes (3ec+8) (levelc(i)+
4) = 3ec   levelc(i) + 4 steps in this phase.
For a cell i, the rules in this phase do not produce or consume copies of a and f,
thus, i still has countc(i) copies of a and still has one f, if i 2 F. Additionally, i
consumes all copies of b, c, d, h, v and w by rules 4:12, 5:1, 6:1, 6:2, 6:5 and 6:6.
In any level-preserving path, c;:::;t, where levelc(c) = 0 and levelc(t) = ec, the
terminal cell t starts its convergecast steps at step levelc(t)+5 = ec+5. After 2(ec+1)
steps, all cells in this path progress through their convergecast steps. In this phase, from
step levelc(c) + 5, the commander accumulates one e in each step, until it progresses
through all its convergecast steps. The commander initially has four copies of e from
Phase 1 and in this phase, the commander accumulates (ec+5) (levelc(c)+5)+2(ec+1) =
3ec +2 copies of e. Hence, the commander has 4+(3ec +2) = 3(ec +2) copies of e. The
commander c then consumes two thirds copies of e by rule 5:6, thus, c ends this phase
with ec + 2 copies of e.
Remark 2. The purpose of designating cells as DC cells or RTC cells is to ensure that
the commander correctly computes its eccentricity. To highlight this need, consider the
case when a RTC cell sends a convergecast message, without receiving RTC notications
from all its peers. A scenario for this considered case assumes the following: cell i
has one successor 0
i and one peer j; cell j has one successor 0
j and one peer i;
countc(i) = countc(j); spanc(i)+2 = spanc(j). When i receives a convergecast message
from 0
i, i sends a convergecast message to its neighbors, which includes i's predecessors,
i's successor 0
i and i's peer j. One step later when j receives i's convergecast
message, j sends a convergecast message. In this case, the commander may compute a
value, which is less than its actual eccentricity.
Phase 3 (FSSP-III: Second broadcast from the commander).
Overview: Note that, the commander c computes the eccentricity ec in Phase 2. In
this phase, c initiates a second broadcast by sending the broadcast message eec. This
broadcast message is relaid from predecessors to successors.
In this phase, each cell relays a broadcast message as follows. If a cell i receives a
broadcast message ek, where k = ec   levelc(i), from its predecessors, i becomes a do-
broadcast cell and sends a broadcast message ek 1 to all its successors. All do-broadcast
cells ignore any subsequent broadcast messages.
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 2.
Postcondition: Each cell i ends in state s9 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; one copy
of f, if i 2 F; (ec   levelc(i) + 1)countc(i) copies of g.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes levelc(i) + 3 steps.
Rules: 7. For state s7:
1) s7 ae !max s8 ah
2) s7 e !max s8 g (e)lrepl
8. For state s8:
1) s8 h !max s8
2) s8 a !max s9 a
3) s8 e !max s9
8Proof. Consider a cell i. Note that, the object e needs levelc(i) steps to propagate
down to a cell i at level levelc(i). Note that, if i is not the commander, i receives
(ec   levelc(i) + 2)countc(i) copies of e at step 3ec + levelc(i) + 7.
 At step 3ec + levelc(i) + 8: i transits to state s8, consumes countc(i) copies of e
and produces countc(i) copies of h. At the same time, i broadcasts the remaining
(ec   levelc(i) + 1)countc(i) copies of e and produces (ec   levelc(i) + 1)countc(i)
copies of g by accumulating one g for each sent e.
 At step 3ec +levelc(i)+9: i remains in state s8 and consumes countc(i) copies of
h.
 At step 3ec + levelc(i) + 10: i transits to state s9 and eliminates all superuous
copies of e.
In this phase, each cell i is idle in steps 3ec + 7;:::;3ec + levelc(i) + 7 and is active
in steps 3ec +levelc(i)+8, 3ec +levelc(i)+9, 3ec +levelc(i)+10 as stated above. Thus,
each i takes levelc(i) + 3 steps.
The rules in this phase do not produce or consume f, thus, each squad cell still ends
with one f. The number of each object a, e, g and h, for a cell i, is veried in the three
steps 3ec + levelc(i) + 8;3ec + levelc(i) + 9;3ec + levelc(i) + 10.
Phase 4 (FSSP-IV: Counting down for entering the ring state).
Overview: In this phase, each cell performs a countdown as follows. At each step a cell
i decrements the counter k of the broadcast message ek (from Phase 3) by one, until
k = 0. If k = 0, i becomes a ready-to-synchronize cell. A squad ready-to-synchronize
cell enters the ring state and a non-squad ready-to-synchronize cell enters the initial
state.
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 3.
Postcondition: Firing squad cells end in state s10 and other cells end in state s0. All
cells are empty.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes ec   levelc(i) + 2 steps.
Rules: 9. For state s9:
1) s9 ag !max s9 a 3) s9 a !max s0
2) s9 af !max s10 4) s9 a !max s10
Proof. For a cell i, from the postcondition of Phase 3, the number of g's is a multiple
of the number of a's, where the multiplier is (ec   levelc(i) + 1).
 Between step 3ec + levelc(i) + 11 and step 4ec + 12: i remains in state s9 and
consumes countc(i) copies of g at each step.
 At step 4ec + 13: if i has one f, it transits to state s10 and consumes one a and
one f, otherwise, it transits to state s0 and consumes one a.
9In this phase, each cell i progresses through steps 3ec + levelc(i) + 11;:::;4ec +
12;4ec + 13 as stated above. Thus, each i takes ec   levelc(i) + 2 steps.
The number of each object a, f and g, for a cell i, is veried in steps 3ec+levelc(i)+
11;:::;4ec + 13.
Theorem 3. With nite set of alphabet objects, we can solve the FSSP in 4ec+13 steps,
where ec is the eccentricity of the commander c.
Proof. The result is obtained by summing the individual running times of the four phases,
as given by Phases 1, 2, 3 and 4: (levelc(i)+4)+(3ec  levelc(i)+4)+(levelc(i)+3)+
(ec   levelc(i) + 2) = 4ec + 13.
In Table 1 on Page 14, we present the traces of the FSSP algorithm for the P module
shown in Figure 1. Note, for convenience, the phase boundaries are shaded in Table 1.
4 Improved deterministic FSSP solution using cell
IDs
The diculties discussed in Remark 2 are naturally resolved, if a cell is able to determine
the convergecast message sender, i.e., to distinguish between its successors or peers. In
this section, we provide a revised FSSP solution, which allows each cell to determine the
message sender by having the sender's label (cell IDs) attached in the received message,
e.g., a cell i sends an object ci.
Since a cell i is now able to distinguish the messages sent from successors and peers,
i does not need to communicate with all its peers during the convergecast phase. Thus,
the number of steps i takes in Phase 2 (convergecasts from terminal cells) is reduced by
ec, which contributes to the improvement of Theorem 4.
The initial conguration of a P module 0 = (O0;K0;0;P 0) (with n cells) for this
revised FSSP solution is same as the initial conguration of the previous FSSP solution
in Section 3, with the following adjustments: O0 = fa;b;e;f;g;hg [ fci;  ci;pi;  pi j i 2
f1;:::;ngg. For each cell i, the set of multiset rewriting rules R0
i is given in Phases 10,
20, 30 and 40.
This improved FSSP solution is essentially the FSSP solution given in Section 3, with
reduced running time in Phase 2. Using cell IDs, this revised FSSP solution enables
each cell to avoid steps that were needed to distinguish the message sender. That is, all
aspects of the previous FSSP solution remain the same. Thus, the overviews and the
correctness proofs of all four phases are omitted.
Phase 10 (FSSP-I: First broadcast from the commander).
Precondition: The initial conguration of P module 0.
Postcondition: Each cell i ends in state s4 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; one b, if
i = c; countc(i) copies of  cj, for each i's successor j; three copies of e, if i = c; one
f, if i 2 F.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes levelc(i) + 4 steps.
10Rules: 0. For state s0:
1) s0 a !max s1 abe (pi)lrepl
2) s0 pj !max s1 a pj (cipi)lrepl
1. For state s1:
1) s1 a !max s2 a
2) s1 cj !max s2
3) s1 pj !max s2
4) s1 be !max s2 bee
2. For state s2:
1) s2 a !max s3 a
2) s2 cj !max s3  cj
3) s2 pj !max s3
4) s2 be !max s3 bee
3. For state s3:
(a) s3 a !max s4 a
Phase 20 (FSSP-II: Convergecasts from terminal cells).
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 10.
Postcondition: This phase ends when the commander enters state s7. Each cell i ends
in state s7 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; ec+2 copies of e, if i = c; one f, if i 2 F.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes 2ec   levelc(i) + 4 steps.
Rules: 4. For state s4:
1) s4 h !max s5
2) s4 cj cj !max s4
3) s4 a cj !max s4 a cj
4) s4 a !max s4 ah (ci)lrepl
5) s4 be !max s4 bee
6) s4 be !max s5
7) s4 ee !max s5 e
5. For state s5:
1) s5 a !max s6 a
6. For state s6:
1) s6 cj  pj !max s6
2) s6  pj !max s6  pj
3) s6 ck !max s6
4) s6 a !max s7 a
Phase 30 (FSSP-III: Second broadcast from the commander).
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 20.
Postcondition: Each cell i ends in state s9 and i has: countc(i) copies of a; one f, if
i 2 F; (ec   levelc(i) + 1)countc(i) copies of g.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes levelc(i) + 3 steps.
Rules: 7. For state s7:
1) s7 ae !max s8 ah
2) s7 e !max s8 g (e)lrepl
8. For state s8:
1) s8 h !max s8
2) s8 a !max s9 a
3) s8 e !max s9
Phase 40 (FSSP-IV: Counting down for entering the ring state).
Precondition: As described in the postcondition of Phase 30.
Postcondition: Firing squad cells end in state s10 and other cells end in state s0. All
cells are empty.
Number of steps: For each cell i, this phase takes ec   levelc(i) + 2 steps.
11Rules: 9. For state s9:
1) s9 ag !max s9 a 3) s9 a !max s0
2) s9 af !max s10 4) s9 a !max s10
Theorem 4. Extending the set of alphabet objects with cell IDs, we can solve the FSSP
in 3ec + 13 steps, where ec is the eccentricity of the commander c.
Proof. The result is obtained by summing the individual running times of the four phases,
as given by Phases 10, 20, 30 and 40: (levelc(i) + 4) + (2ec   levelc(i) + 4) + (levelc(i) +
3) + (ec   levelc(i) + 2) = 3ec + 13:
5 Conclusion
We have proposed improved deterministic FSSP solutions in the framework of P systems,
expressed using P modules. Both of our solutions are based on static structures and
traditional rules. Our rst FSSP algorithm runs in 4ec + 13 steps, where ec is the
eccentricity of the initiating cell. Our second FSSP algorithm, which is extended with
the facility of using cell IDs, runs in 3ec + 13 steps. Note that, the former algorithm
benets by using a nite set of alphabet objects, while the latter algorithm requires a
linear number of alphabet objects.
We end this paper with a couple of open problems. First, is the multiplier of the
running times optimal for our two solutions? Note, we can slightly reduce the number of
states and run-time steps (additive constants). Another question relates to the type of
channels. Are there FSSP solutions for an arbitrary P module that uses simplex channels
and its structure is also strongly connected?
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Figure 1: A digraph structure for a P module with duplex channels.
Table 1: The FSSP trace of the P module shown in Figure 1, where c = 1, e1 = 3,
F = f1;3;5;7g.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 s0 af s0 s0 f s0 s0 f s0 s0 f
1 s1 abef s0 d s0 df s0 d s0 f s0 s0 f
2 s2 abd3e2f s1 abd2u s1 abd2fu s1 abd2u s0 d2f s0 d s0 f
3 s3 abd3e3fu3 s2 abd2u2 s2 abd3fu2 s2 abu2 s1 a2b2fu2 s1 abu s0 d2f
4 s4 abd3e4f s3 abd2u2v2 s3 abd3fu3v2 s3 abv2 s2 a2b2d2f s2 ab s1 a2b2fu2
5 s4 abd3e5f s4 abd2v2 s4 abd3fv2 s4 abv2 s3 a2b2d2fu2 s3 ab s2 a2b2f
6 s4 abd3e6fw s4 abd2v2w s4 abd3fv2w s4 abhv2 s4 a2b2d2f s4 ab s3 a2b2f
7 s4 abd3e7fw s4 abd2v2w s4 abd3fv2w2 s5 abv2 s4 a2b2d2f s4 abh s4 a2b2f
8 s4 abd3e8fw s4 abd2v2w s4 abcd3fv2w s5 abv2 s4 a2b2d2fw2 s5 abh s4 a2b2fh2
9 s4 abd3e9fw s4 abd2v2w s4 abcd3fv2w s5 abv2 s4 a2b2c2d2f s6 ab s5 a2b2fh2
10 s4 abd3e10fw s4 abd2v2w3 s4 abcd3fv2w3 s5 abv2 s4 a2b2c2d2fh2 s6 ab s6 a2b2fw2
11 s4 abd3e11fw s4 abc2d2v2w s4 abc3d3fv2w s5 abv2 s5 a2b2fh2 s6 ab s6 a2b2c2fw2
12 s4 abd3e12fw3 s4 abc2d2hv2w2 s4 abc3d3fhv2w2 s5 abv2w2 s6 a2b2fw2 s6 abw s6 a2fw2
13 s4 abc3d3e13f s5 abc2hv2 s5 abc2fhv2 s5 abc2hv2 s6 a2b2c2fw2 s6 abcw s7 a2f
14 s4 abc3d3e14fh s6 abc2v2w s6 abc2fv2w s6 abc2v2w s6 a2fw2 s6 aw s7 a2f
15 s5 ae15fh s6 abcw s6 abcfw s6 abcw s7 a2f s7 a s7 a2f
16 s6 ae5f s6 aw s6 afw s6 aw s7 a2f s7 a s7 a2f
17 s7 ae5f s7 a s7 af s7 a s7 a2f s7 a s7 a2f
18 s8 afg4h s7 ae4 s7 ae4f s7 ae4 s7 a2f s7 a s7 a2f
19 s8 ae9fg4 s8 ae6g3h s8 ae6fg3h s8 ae6g3h s7 a2e6f s7 ae3 s7 a2f
20 s9 afg4 s8 ae10g3 s8 ae12fg3 s8 ae6g3 s8 a2fg4h2 s8 ag2h s7 a2e4f
21 s9 afg3 s9 ag3 s9 afg3 s9 ag3 s8 a2e2fg4 s8 ag2 s8 a2fg2h2
22 s9 afg2 s9 ag2 s9 afg2 s9 ag2 s9 a2fg4 s9 ag2 s8 a2fg2
23 s9 afg s9 ag s9 afg s9 ag s9 a2fg2 s9 ag s9 a2fg2
24 s9 af s9 a s9 af s9 a s9 a2f s9 a s9 a2f
25 s10 s0 s10 s0 s10 s0 s10
14